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INTRODUCTION  

1 My full name is Peter Rough. I am a Landscape Architect employed by Rough 

and Milne Landscape Architects Limited and I am a director of the company.   

2 My qualifications are a Diploma in Horticulture and a Diploma in Landscape 

Architecture.  I am a registered member and Fellow of the New Zealand 

Institute of Landscape Architects Inc., and I am a member of the Resource 

Management Law Association of New Zealand Inc. 

3 I have 40 years experience as a landscape architect and for approximately the 

last 20 years I have specialised in landscape assessment work. This has 

included undertaking landscape and visual effects assessments associated 

with a wide variety of development proposals throughout New Zealand and 

one in Victoria, Australia. 

4 I am very familiar with the lower Canterbury Plains area of the Christchurch 

and Selwyn Districts having resided at Tai Tapu for seven years and 

undertaken numerous site planning and landscape design proposals for 

lifestyle blocks and farms on the plains, particularly when my practice was 

based at Tai Tapu.  I have also been involved in preparing a considerable 

number of landscape assessments and expert witness evidence in relation to 

proposed subdivisions southwest of Christchurch’s urban boundary, ranging 

across the Plains from State Highway 1 near Rolleston to the outskirts of 

Prebbleton, Springston, Lincoln and Tai Tapu. 

5 I have read the Environment Court’s Code of Conduct and agree to comply 

with it.  My qualifications as an expert are set out above. I confirm that the 

issues addressed in this statement of evidence are within my area of 

expertise.  

6 The data, information, facts and assumptions I have considered in forming my 

opinions are set out in the part of the evidence in which I express my opinions. 

I have not omitted to consider material facts known to me that might alter or 

detract from the opinions I have expressed.  

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

7 Two couples (Powells and Stirlings) who each own blocks of Rural 2 Zone 

land that abut the proposed Industrial Heavy Zone (South West Hornby) and 
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one couple (Williams) who own Rural Inner Plains Zone land within the 

Selwyn District, across the arterial Marshs Road from the proposed zone, are 

all concerned about possible adverse effects that may arise if neighbouring 

rural land is developed for heavy industrial use and how the generally 

pleasant rural character of Marshs road may be adversely affected. 

8 Chapter 16 of the Proposed Christchurch Replacement District Plan (PCRDP) 

has Objective 3, which seeks to avoid adverse effects on adjoining zones.  

And Policies 7 and 8 seek to manage effects at the interface between 

development in greenfield areas and rural and residential areas and arterial 

roads with setbacks and landscaping as well as manage visual and other 

effects through controls such as screening. 

9 Rules in Chapter 16 that are of relevance to the maintenance of rural amenity 

values on land that abuts the proposed Industrial Heavy Zone include a  

minimum building setback of 20 metres and a “landscaping strip” with a 

density of one tree for every 10 metres of road frontage or part thereof with 

shrubs planted between each tree.  An as-notified rule making site access 

directly onto Marshs Road a non-complying activity was withdrawn in the 

Council’s amended Chapter 16, dated 8 April 2015. 

10 Calder Stewart seek a reduction in minimum building setback to 10 m, 

deletion of the provision relating to landscaped areas and they support site 

access directly onto Marshs Road.  The Powells, Stirlings and Williams all 

seek to retain the PCRDP provisions as notified.  All three couples have 

properties on rural zone land that are high in amenity value and they all live on 

a section of Marshs Road that has generally high amenity value. 

11 The rural/urban interface has been identified as a major issue facing the 

southwest Hornby area.  In my opinion a purposeful green edge to the 

proposed industrial zone would, by screening the activities within the zone 

from view, maintain the integrity and visual amenity of the remaining Rural 2 

Zone to the west of the site (in the vicinity of the junction of Main South and 

Marshs Roads), of Marshs Road, and rural land in the Selwyn District on the 

south-western side of Marshs Road. 

12 Although in their submissions, the Powells, Stirlings and Williams sought to 

retain the PCRDP provisions as notified as they are better than nothing, it is 

my opinion that while I consider a 20 metre setback and a 15 metre maximum 
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height for buildings to be appropriate for sites fronting Marshs Road and for 

sites with a boundary adjoining the Rural Zone, in terms of assisting to protect 

and maintain the integrity and rural amenity values of Marshs Road and 

adjoining Rural Zone areas (including Rural Zone land on the south-western 

side of Marshs Road in the Selwyn District) it is my opinion that the rules 

relating to treatment of “Landscaped areas” (16.3.5.2.3) and site access 

directly onto surrounding roads are quite inadequate. 

13 I consider that at the very least, the landscaped area should be planted with 

two staggered rows of trees (deciduous in the outer row and evergreen in the 

inner row) and the remainder of the area planted with an understorey of with 

native shrubs at 1.5 to 1.8 metre centres to create an effective screen to the 

industrial activities that can be anticipated on the proposed rezoned land and 

maintain rural amenity values where the proposed Industrial Heavy Zone 

(South West Hornby) land abuts Main South and Marshs roads as well as the 

rural properties of D & M Powell, W & S Stirling and B & K Williams. 

14 Furthermore, it is my opinion that allowing site access directly onto Marshs 

Road would, by making ‘holes’ in the landscaped strip, undermine the integrity 

of the plantings in the landscape buffer and by opening up views to large 

utilitarian buildings adversely affect rural amenity values associated with 

Marshs Road and the Williams’ rural land on the south-western side of the 

road. 

SCOPE OF EVIDENCE 

15 In my evidence I address the following: 

15.1 Outline of the landscape issues; 

15.2 The proposed rezoning; 

15.3 Submissions; 

15.4 Proposed Industrial heavy Zone (South West Hornby) site and 

surrounding landscape; 

15.5 Rural landscape character and its visual amenity values; 
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15.6 Assessment and recommendations concerning the potential effects of 

development of the proposed Industrial Heavy Zone (South West 

Hornby); and 

15.7 Conclusions 

16 My written statement of evidence is accompanied by and is to be read in 

conjunction with an A3-size graphic supplement.  All photographs in the 

supplement were taken by me on 19 April 2015.  

OUTLINE OF THE LANDSCAPE ISSUES  

17 The review of the Christchurch City Plan has resulted in the Rural 2 Zone 

land, to the southwest of Halswell Junction Road and extending to Marshs 

Road, being proposed to be rezoned Industrial Heavy Zone (South West 

Hornby). 

18 Within the existing Rural 2 Zone, D & M Powell own and occupy a 4 hectare 

block of  land at 41 Marshs Road and their neighbour W & L Stirling own and 

occupy a 2.7 hectare block of land at 53 Marshs Road.  The north-eastern and 

south-eastern boundaries of the Powell’s land adjoin the proposed Industrial 

Heavy Zone (South West Hornby) as does the south-eastern boundary of the 

Stirling’s property.   

19 The Powells and the Stirlings are concerned about potential adverse effects 

on the rural character of their surroundings and the amenity values they 

currently appreciate at their properties, should adjacent land be developed for 

heavy industrial purposes without appropriate mitigation.  Furthermore, the 

Powells and the Stirlings are concerned about the potential adverse effects on 

the rural character that prevails on most of Marshs Road between Main South 

Road and Shands Road – a road that both couples use on a daily basis. 

20 K & B Williams own and occupy a 68.7 hectare block at 98 Marshs Road, 

which is zoned Rural Inner Plains under the Selwyn District Plan. The 

Williams’ property, known as Tall Tree Stud, is located on the south-western 

side of Marshs Road within the Selwyn District.  The whole of the property’s 

Marshs Road boundary (approximately 1200 metres long) is directly opposite 

the southern extent of the proposed Industrial Heavy Zone (South West 

Hornby).  The Williams work on their property daily, breeding mares and 

training Standardbred racehorses.  They appreciate the rural character and 
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amenity values of their land and its surroundings, as well as the rural 

character of Marshs Road.  The Williams are concerned about the potential 

adverse effects that may arise from development of the Industrial Heavy Zone 

(South West Hornby), particularly the loss of rural character, which is 

characterised by the views when looking northeast from on their property and 

the general loss of rural character on Marshs Road, which they use on a 

regular basis. 

21 In essence, all three couples are concerned about possible adverse effects 

that may arise if neighbouring rural land is developed for heavy industrial use.  

In particular, all parties are concerned about how the interface of the proposed 

Industrial Heavy Zone (South West Hornby) with their own Rural Zone 

properties, and how the southern edge of the Industrial Heavy Zone will affect 

the generally pleasant existing rural character of Marshs Road, particularly the 

section of the road between Main South and Shands roads.  I have been 

requested, by all three parties to address their concerns. 

22 On the aerial photograph on the left-hand side of Sheet 1 of the graphic 

supplement the Powells’, Stirlings’ and Williams’ properties are identified and 

the proposed Industrial Heavy Zone (South West Hornby) is outlined. 

THE PROPOSED REZONING 

23 The area proposed to be rezoned as Industrial Heavy Zone (South West 

Hornby) is currently zoned Rural 2 with the exception of a portion of the 42 

hectare Business 4P (Suburban Industrial – Produce Park) Zone land on 

Halswell Junction Road.  The area proposed to be rezoned extends southwest 

from the Business 4P Zone to the southern edge of Christchurch City District 

on Marshs Road and is bounded by Main South Road to the northwest, and 

Shands Road to the southeast (refer marked up coloured area on City 

Planning Map 43A, right-hand side of Sheet 1 of the graphic supplement).   

24 In my evidence I outline particular objectives, policies and rules in Chapter 16 

– Industrial1, which I consider to be relevant to landscape and visual amenity 

issues associated with the proposed Industrial Heavy Zone (South West 

Hornby).   

                                                

1 Revised Chapter 16 dated 8 April 2015 
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25 I also address the relevant provisions of Chapter 16, as notified, that appear in 

Calder Stewart’s submission on the PRCDP and a relevant amendment to 

Chapter 16 as notified as put forward by the Christchurch City Council. 

Relevant objectives and policies in Chapter 16 of PRCDP  

26 Objective 1 (16.1.1) is to ensure “The recovery and economic growth of the 

district’s industry are supported and strengthened in existing and new 

greenfield industrial zones.”  Its associated Policy 3 (16.1.1.3) provides for a 

range of three types of industrial areas including the Industrial Heavy Zone.  

This zone is to allow for:  

activities that generate potentially significant effects, including 
relatively high levels of noise, odour, heavy traffic movements, and 
the presence of significant amounts of hazardous substances, 
necessitating separation from more sensitive activities. 

Objective 3 (16.1.3) – Effects of Individual Activities, is relevant as it seeks to 

avoid adverse effects on adjoining zones.  It states: 

Adverse effects of industrial activities and development on the 
environment are managed to support the anticipated outcome for 
the zone and the level of amenity anticipated in the adjoining zone 
is not adversely affected by industry. 

27 A relevant policy is Policy 7 (16.1.3.1) – Development in greenfield areas, 

which has the following relevant clause: 

To manage effects at the interface between greenfield areas and 
arterial roads, rural and residential areas with setbacks and 
landscaping. 

28 Another relevant policy is Policy 8 (16.1.3.2) – Managing effects on the 

environment, which provides: 

The effects of development and activities in industrial zones, 
including reverse sensitivity, visual, traffic, noise, glare and other 
effects, are managed through the location of uses, controls on bulk 
and form, landscaping and screening, particularly at the interface 
with arterial roads, and rural and residential areas, while 
recognising the functional needs of the activity. 

Relevant Rules in Chapter 16 of PCRDP 

29 Section 16.3.5 of the Industrial Chapter provides specific rules for the 

proposed Industrial Heavy Zone (South West Hornby).  Of relevance to the 
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maintenance of rural amenity values on land that abuts the proposed 

Industrial Heavy Zone are the following rules: 

16.3.5.1.4 Non-complying activities 

  NC2 Activity:  Any site access directly onto Shands Road or Main 

South Road. 

16.3.5.2.1 Minimum building setback from road boundaries. 

  b. Applicable to:  Sites fronting Marshs Road – Permitted: 20 

metres, Restricted discretionary: Less than 20 metres. 

16.3.5.2.2 Applicable to:  Minimum building setback from the south west 

boundary and residential properties. 

  a. Sites with a boundary adjoining the Rural Zone – Permitted: 20 

metres; Restricted discretionary: Less than 20 metres. 

16.3.5.2.3 Landscaped areas 

   Permitted:  The road setbacks from Marshs Road required under 

Rule 16.3.5.2.2 and 16.3.5.2.3 shall comprise a landscaping strip 

of a depth equivalent to the setback as shown on the Outline 

Development Plan in Appendix 16.7.8, with a density of one tree 

for every 10 metres of road frontage or part thereof, using the 

following species:  Cupressus macrocarpa, Eucalyptus viminalis; 

Pinus mphasi, Populus species.  Shrubs shall be planted 

between each tree. 

16.3.5.3  Matters of discretion – Industrial Heavy Zone (South West 

Hornby) 

16.3.5.3.1 Outline Development Plan 

  b. The extent to which landscaping (planting and maintenance) 

enhances the visual amenity and Ngai Tahu/manawhenua 

cultural values of the site and in particular the urban-rural edge at 

Marshs Road and the approach to Christchurch City on Shands 

Road. 
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16.3.5.3.2 Setback from boundaries adjoining rural zone 

  a. The effect of reducing the setback on the visual amenity of the 

adjoining Rural zone and the approach to Christchurch City along 

Marshs Road, Main South Road and Shands Road. 

16.3.5.3.3 Landscape at rural urban interface 

  a. The extent to which planting (species and density) will maintain 

an attractive green edge to the urban area and support 

biodiversity and Ngai Tahu cultural values. 

30 With regard to rural amenity values and the concerns of the Powells, Stirlings 

and Williams, a principal change in Chapter 16 Industrial from what Council 

originally notified relates to Rule 16.3.5.1.4 Non-complying activities.  At NC2 

(previously NC3) Marshs Road has been deleted as a road for which site 

access directly onto the road would be a non-complying activity. 

31 Outline Development Plans (ODPs) (Appendix 16.7.8i and 16.6.8ii) for the 

proposed Industrial Heavy Zone (South West Hornby) are presented on Sheet 

2 of the graphic attachment.  The plan on the right-hand side of Sheet 2 

shows “Landscape buffer planting” on the boundaries of the proposed 

industrial Heavy Zone (South West Hornby) adjacent to Rural 2 Zone land, 

along Marshs Road and along Shands Road from its junction with Marshs 

Road as far as Sir James Wattie Drive.  

SUBMISSIONS 

Calder Stewart Industries Limited 

32 In my opinion, several submission points of Calder Stewart Industries Limited 

(Calder Stewart) are, if accepted, likely to give rise to adverse effects on rural 

amenity values as experienced from the Powell, Sterling and Williams 

properties, other land owners, and from Marshs Road.  The relevant 

submissions are outlined below: 

Submission 3 

33 Calder Stewart does not accept that it is justified to limit access to Marshs 

Road, which is a minor arterial road.  It claims:  
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Prohibiting site access from Marshs Road to properties within the 
zone will result in the back end of buildings facing the rural areas 
of the Selwyn District Council area essential [sic] forming a tall 
solid wall that will not be adequately screened or mitigated by 
landscape planted on private land.  

Submission 4 

34 Calder Stewart oppose item b. of Provision 16.3.5.2.1 (formerly 16.3.5.2.2), 

which calls for a minimum 20 metre building setback from the Marshs Road 

boundary.  It claims that: 

In the event that access is not permitted to Marshs Road and the 
rear of large warehouses face Marshs Road, any landscaped 
areas to the rear of these building will likely become “out of sight, 
out of mind” for the property owners and as such, any perceived 
benefit that may be obtained by requiring a setback will likely not 
be achieved.    

35 Furthermore, Calder Stewart claim that “the scale of the buildings to be 

constructed are such that any planting will be inadequate to screen the 

buildings from the rural land to the south of Marshs Road” and seek a 

reduction in the setback to 10 metres “or, if access from Marshs Road is not 

permitted then any setback should be no more than that provided in Rule 

16.3.3.2” (i.e. a setback of 3 metres). 

Submission 5 

36 For the same reasons, Calder Stewart opposes a 20 metre building setback 

from the Marshs Road boundary and it opposes Provision 16.3.5.2.3 (now 

16.3.5.2.2), which has item a., applicable to sites with a boundary adjoining 

the Rural Zone, and requires a minimum building setback of 20 metres. 

Submission 7 

37 Calder Stewart oppose Provision 16.3.5.2.6 (now 16.3.5.2.3) concerning a 

landscaped area on the Marshs Road boundary with a density of one tree for 

every 10 metres of road frontage, or part thereof, with shrubs planted between 

each tree.  They seek deletion of this provision relating to landscaped areas. 

Submission 8 

38 For reasons related to Calder Stewart seeking deletion of Provision 16.3.5.2.3 

– Landscaped areas, they seek amendment of Appendix 16.7.8 (now 16.6.8) 

– Outline Development Plan (refer right–hand side of Sheet 2 of the graphic 
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supplement) for Industrial Heavy Zone (South West Hornby) to the extent that 

the “Landscape buffer planting” is removed. 

D & M Powell and W & S Stirling 

39 The Powells and the Stirlings oppose the amendments sought by Calder 

Stewart relating to Calder Stewarts’ Submission No’s 3, 4, 5 and 7, as outlined 

above, and to Appendix 16.7.8.and 16.7.8ii – Industrial Heavy Zone (South 

West Hornby).  They seek to retain the PCRDP provisions as notified. 

K & B Williams 

40 K & B Williams are strongly opposed to the submissions of Calder Stewart, 

which seek to allow direct access onto Marshs Road, reduce the building 

setback from 20 metres to 10 metres on Marshs Road and have no 

landscaped strip along Marshs Road.  The Williams consider that these 

outcomes will result in significant adverse effects on their property and that 

they are completely inappropriate for a boundary between industrial and rural 

areas.  The Williams seek that Calder Stewart submissions in relation to the 

above-mentioned matters be declined and that the originally notified 

provisions of the PCRDP be retained. 

PROPOSED INDUSTRIAL HEAVY ZONE SITE (SOUTH WEST HORNBY) AND 

SURROUNDING LANDSCAPE 

The site 

41 Apart from commercial buildings, which occupy the portion of B4P Zone land 

at the northern end of the area proposed to be rezoned Industrial Heavy Zone 

(South West Hornby), the site has a rural character (refer Photographs 1 and 

2, Sheet 3 of the graphic supplement) 

42 The site is utilised for horticulture and grazing - there are some paddocks in 

pasture and occupied by horses.  Poplar shelterbelts are a feature of the site, 

especially along the Marshs Road boundary and in the south-eastern corner 

of the site where the shelterbelts delineate small paddocks and several 

residential properties.  An area that runs through the approximate centre of 

the site and identified on the ODP on the left-hand side of Sheet 2 of the 

graphic supplement as a “Future development area” has been set up for flood 

irrigation.  And two electricity transmission corridors, within which are pylons 
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supporting overhead cables, traverse the site (refer ODPs, Sheet 2 of the 

graphic supplement). 

Surroundings to the site 

43 The site is bounded by commercial development on two sides.  To the 

northeast are generally large buildings in the Business 4P (Suburban 

Industrial – Produce Park) Zone, a portion of which is proposed to be included 

in the Industrial Heavy Zone (South West Hornby) (refer aerial photograph 

and City Planning Map 43A, Sheet 1 of the graphic supplement).  To the 

southeast, across Shands Road, is Business 5 (General Industrial) Zone 

characterised by a range of light and heavy industries, processing and 

warehousing (refer Photograph 3, Sheet 4 of the graphic supplement). 

44 The northwest of the site is bounded by Main South Road (State Highway 1), 

(refer Photograph 4, Sheet 4 of the graphic supplement).  Running almost 

parallel to Main South Road is the Main South (railway) Line and between the 

two is a relatively narrow strip of Rural 2 Zone land that is well-developed with 

some light industries, a holiday park and some residential development.  

Southwest of the site, within the Christchurch City boundary, is Rural 2 Zone 

land, which accommodates the properties of D & M Powell and W & L Stirling.  

As well, a strip of residential development borders 460 metres of Main South 

Road and 220 metres of Marshs Road.  These two strips of residential 

development meet at the corner of Main South and Marshs roads where there 

is a pocket of Business 1 Zone supporting eight commercial premises.  Behind 

the strip of residential development facing Main South Road and abutting the 

western corner of the site is a small area of Open Space 1 Zone, which is 

occupied by a neighbourhood park (refer Photograph 5, Sheet 4 of the graphic 

supplement). 

45 Marshs Road, which runs southeast from SH1 for 3.5 kilometres, bounds the 

south-western side of the site and defines the south-western extent of the 

Christchurch City District in the general vicinity of the site.  Generally, Marshs 

Road is high in rural character.  Along the section of the road between Main 

South and Shands roads, trees, especially poplars, are a dominant feature on 

both sides of the road (refer Photograph 6, Sheet 4 of the graphic 

supplement). 
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46 Southwest of Marshs Road is Rural Inner Plains Zone land within the Selwyn 

District.  Apart from a 200 metre strip of residential development near the 

north-western (Main South Road) end of Marshs Road, land use on the 

Selwyn District side of Marshs Road is predominately rural with just over half 

its length being taken up with K & B Williams’ Tall Tree Stud.  Behind the 

above-mentioned strip of residential development is an area of rural-

residential development centred on Meadowland and Waipuna roads.  And on 

the south-western side of Marshs Road, southeast of Shands Road, rural land 

use and character prevail. 

The Powell Property 

47 The Powell property is a ‘rear section’ rural lot at 41 Marshs Road.  It has a 

trapezoid shape and covers 4 hectares.  Access to the property is via a 160 

metre long driveway (refer Photograph 7, Sheet 5 of the graphic supplement), 

adjacent to the north-western boundary of W & L Stirling’s property, which lies 

between the Powell’s property and Marshs Road. 

48 The Powell property has two single-storey dwellings with well-landscaped 

grounds in its southern corner.  There are several outbuildings and four 

paddocks, which comprise 80% of the property and these are utilised for 

breeding Standardbred horses for harness racing.  The 185 metre long north-

eastern boundary and the 195 metre long south-eastern boundary are 

common with the proposed Industrial Heavy Zone (South West Hornby) site.  

Along both boundaries are 6 metre high trimmed macrocarpa hedges.  The 

north-western boundary of the property is delineated by a shelterbelt of poplar 

trees beyond which are paddocks on a neighbouring property, which are 

surrounded by a horse training track.  The Powell property, including the 

dwellings, outbuildings, gardens and enclosing shelterbelts are well laid-out 

and maintained to a very high standard resulting in a property that has high 

rural amenity value (refer Photographs 8 and 9, Sheet 5 of the graphic 

supplement). 

The Stirling Property 

49 The Stirling property, at 53 Marshs Road is an almost square 2.7 hectare rural 

lot.  The property fronts on to Marshs Road and behind it (to the northeast) is 

the Powell property.  The property’s south-eastern boundary is common with 

the proposed Industrial Heavy Zone (South West Hornby) and beyond the 
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Powell’s driveway on the property’s north-western boundary are paddocks and 

the above-mentioned horse training track.   

50 A curved driveway, lined with oak trees, leads from the property’s entrance on 

Marshs Road to a two-storey dwelling that is currently undergoing extensive 

refurbishment and which is located within a well-developed garden in the 

eastern corner of the site.  The house and its garden occupy approximately 

4,350 square metres or 15% of the property.  The majority of the property is 

given over to grazing sheep but to the northwest of the principal dwelling in a 

small single-storey dwelling and some sheds.   

51 Along the property’s Marshs Road boundary is a trimmed macrocarpa hedge 

and along the boundary common with the proposed Industrial Heavy Zone is a 

6 metre high, somewhat permeable, poplar hedge.  Several oak trees are 

growing inside the property’s north-western boundary.  The well-established 

garden around the principal dwelling,  judiciously placed specimen trees and  

interesting-shaped areas of open space defined by the tree-lined driveway 

result in the Powell property having high amenity value, most of which is rural 

in character (refer Photographs 10, 11 and 12, Sheet 6 of the graphic 

supplement). 

The Williams Property 

52 The Williams property (Tall Tree Stud) covers 68.7 hectares.  It is a roughly L-

shaped area with a frontage on Marshs Road that extends for 1200 metres 

north-west from Shands Road.  The south-eastern half of the property mostly 

extends back 440 metres from Marshs Road, whereas the north-western half 

extends back up to 870 metres from the road.  The principal dwelling is two-

storey located in the northern corner of the property and is well-surrounded by 

specimen amenity trees and poplar shelterbelts (refer Photograph 13, Sheet 7 

of the graphic supplement).  To the southwest of the dwelling there is a large 

shed and there is a second dwelling almost midway along the Marshs Road 

boundary.  In the eastern corner of the property is a small complex of 

buildings for a video specialist enterprise run by the Williams’ daughter. 

53 The property is divided into numerous paddocks and in a paddock adjacent to 

Marshs Road is a horse training track (refer Photographs 14 and 15, Sheet 7 

of the graphic supplement).  A shelterbelt of very tall poplar trees are a feature 

affording significant shelter and amenity value, along approximately 750 

metres of the property’s Marshs Road boundary from the Marshs 
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Road/Shands Road corner.  Poplar shelterbelts also enclose several 

elongated paddocks at the north-western end of the property.  Trimmed pine 

shelterbelts occur on the south-western and south-eastern boundaries and 

there are four short lengths of shelterbelts within the main open paddocks 

area of the property. 

54 The training track is used for several hours every morning and the Williams 

attend to horses in every paddock of the property at least once a day, and 

twice a day in winter.  The property has a very obvious rural character and 

overall has high visual amenity value (refer Photographs 16 and 17, Sheet 8 

of the graphic supplement).  The presence of mares and foals contributes to 

the amenity value of the property and the Williams are aware of travellers on 

Marshs Road often stopping, where there is a gap in the poplar shelterbelt, to 

view the horses and activities on the training track adjacent to the road. 

RURAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER AND ITS VISUAL AMENITY VALUES  

55 The character of the Rural 2 Zone bounded by Main South, Shands and 

Marshs roads and the Rural Inner Plains Zone in the Selwyn District, 

southwest of Marshs Road, is predominantly derived from the interrelationship 

of the extensive and predominantly flat plains landform, a land cover 

dominated by grass and utilitarian plantings of shelterbelts and hedgerows, 

and the use of the land for cropping, horticulture, grazing livestock, breeding 

and training horses.  As well, roads, power transmission lines, farm buildings 

and farm dwellings are elements that are ‘part and parcel’ of the rural 

landscape.  The resulting rural character tends to be a mosaic of patterns and 

features on varying lot sizes and rural land uses including rural-residential 

‘lifestyle’ blocks and some strip housing. 

56 In contrast to industrial areas, which are generally characterised by large 

utilitarian buildings, often enclosed by security fences and surrounded by 

extensive sealed areas for storage and parking, rural landscapes are usually 

perceived as having high amenity value.  High amenity value in rural 

landscapes tend to be derived from predominance of open space and a cover 

of vegetation, land uses principally associated with primary production and 

being able to see, hear and smell animals and birds, etc. 
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57 Protecting amenity values is part of achieving the purpose of the Resource 

Management Act 1991 (RMA).  Section 7 requires that particular regard be 

had to: 

 The maintenance and enhancement of amenity values (section 7(c)), and 

 Maintenance and enhancement of the quality of the environment (section 

7(f)). 

58 Amenity values is defined in the RMA as including: 

Those natural or physical qualities and characteristics of an area 
that contribute to people’s appreciation of its pleasantness, 
aesthetic coherence, and cultural and recreational attributes. 

59 In the previous section of this evidence I expressed my opinion that the 

Powell, Stirling and Williams properties all displayed predominantly rural 

character and all had high amenity value.  It is also my opinion that Marshs 

Road between Main South Road and Shands Road has high amenity value 

although it is somewhat diminished where a stretch of tall poplars that flank 

the north-eastern side of the road have been topped to avoid them interfering 

with roadside overhead lines (refer Photograph 15, Sheet 7 of the graphic 

supplement). 

60 Rezoning existing rural land from Rural 2 to Industrial Heavy will, of course, 

result in the irretrievable loss of rural character and its associated rural 

amenity values on the land that is proposed to be rezoned.  When generally 

covered with large utilitarian buildings there will be a decided loss of open 

space and loss of vistas across it to the Port Hills and Southern Alps from 

surrounding roads and adjacent areas. 

61 While the grounds for an Industrial Heavy Zone may be justified and it would 

seem judicious to link and coordinate the pattern of land used for industrial 

purposes with similar established land uses to the northeast (Business 4P 

(Suburban Industrial – Produce Park) Zone) and to the southeast across 

Shands Road (Business 5 (General Industrial) Zone) (refer Photograph 3, 

Sheet 4 of the graphic supplement), in my opinion how the proposed Industrial 

Heavy Zone (South West Hornby) terminates at the Main South Road 

boundary, at the portion of Rural 2 Zone land that will remain in the vicinity of 
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the junction of Main South and Marshs roads and at Marshs Road, are of 

considerable importance.   

62 In a Christchurch City Council report2 the rural/urban interface was identified 

as a major issue facing the southwest study area.  It is my opinion that if the 

Rural 2 Zone land (delineated on the aerial photograph and on the City 

Planning Map 43A on Sheet 1 of the graphic supplement) is to be rezoned 

and developed for industrial purposes the opportunity to create a permanent 

and decidedly visible “green edge” to the proposed Industrial Heavy Zone 

(South West Hornby) should be taken. 

63 Development in industrial zones, especially those in which heavy industrial 

activities take place, is rarely attractive or imbued with high amenity values.  A 

purposeful green edge to the proposed industrial zone would, by screening 

the activities within the zone from view, maintain the integrity and visual 

amenity of the remaining Rural 2 Zone to the west of the site (in the vicinity of 

the junction of Main South and Marshs roads), of Marshs Road, and rural land 

in the Selwyn District on the south-western side of Marshs Road.  And a well-

developed green edge to the Industrial Heavy Zone on Main South Road 

would ensure that amenity values associated with the existing Rural 2 Zone 

on the 640 metre boundary of the zone, would not be jeopardised.   

64 While the Main South Road will lose its status as the main vehicle carriageway 

in and out of the south of Christchurch, once the proposed extension to the 

Southern Motorway has been constructed, it will no doubt remain an important 

transport route.  Given that access directly onto Main South Road would be a 

non-complying activity under NC 2 of Rule 16.3.5.1.4 and that in their 

submission points 3 and 4 Calder Stewart allude to the drawbacks of having 

the back end of buildings facing roads, suggests it will be vital to ensure that 

there is an effective green edge to the proposed Industrial Heavy Zone where 

it abuts Main South Road. 

ASSESSMENT AND RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING THE POTENTIAL 

EFFECTS OF DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROPOSED INDUSTRIAL HEAVY ZONE 

(SOUTH WEST HORNBY) 

Setbacks from other activities/zones 

                                                

2 Lewthwaite, H., et al.  South-West Christchurch Area Plan.  Phase 1 Report – Landscape 
Values.  February 2007.   
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65 A fundamental point concerning the potential effects of the Industrial Heavy 

Zone is to be found in Policy 3 a.ii – Industrial Heavy Zone, which relates to 

providing for the zone and the validation in the wording of the policy that 

activities within the zone will generate adverse effects to the degree that they 

necessitate separation from more sensitive activities. 

66 Objective 3 - Effects of industrial activities, specifically addresses the issue of 

managing adverse effects of industrial activities so that they do not diminish 

the level of amenity in adjoining zones.  Objective 3’s attendant Policy 7 – 

Development in greenfields, calls for the use of setbacks and landscaping to 

manage effects of the interface between greenfield areas and arterial roads 

(which Marshs Road is) and also rural and residential areas.  And further, 

Policy 8 – Managing effects on the environment calls for the location of uses, 

controls on bulk and form, landscaping and screening to be used to manage 

visual, traffic and other effects of development and activities in industrial 

zones, particularly at the interface with arterial roads, and rural and residential 

areas. 

67 In essence, the intent to avoid adverse effects that are anticipated as being 

generated by development of heavy industrial activities is embodied in an 

objective and its attendant policies in Chapter 16.  Although in their 

submissions, the Powells, Stirlings and Williams sought to reject amendments 

sought by the Calder Stewart and retain the Plan provisions as notified, it is 

my opinion that while I consider a 20 metre setback and a 15 metre maximum 

height for buildings to be appropriate for sites fronting Marshs Road and for 

sites with a boundary adjoining the Rural Zone in terms of assisting to protect 

and maintain the integrity and rural amenity values of Marshs Road and 

adjoining Rural Zone areas (including Rural Zone land on the south-western 

side of Marshs Road in the Selwyn District) it is also my opinion that the rules 

relating to treatment of ‘Landscaped areas’ (16.3.5.2.3) and site access 

directly onto surrounding roads are quite inadequate.  

Landscaping of buffer zone  

68 Rule 16.3.5.2.3 Landscaped areas, calls for planting Cupressus macrocarpa, 

Eucalyptus viminalis, Pinus mphasi or Populus  species with a density of one 

tree for every 10 metres of road frontage or part thereof.  Shrubs (species not 

specified) are to be planted between each tree.  In my opinion, while the tree 

species listed are substantial trees that are common on the Canterbury Plains, 
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and I consider them to be reasonably appropriate in terms of their form, scale 

and character for the ‘landscaped strip,’ other species such as coniferous 

ones including Atlantic cedar, Buhtan cypress, Japanese cedar, Spanish fir 

and Western red cedar would be more appropriate in terms of their having 

more enduring amenity value.  The above-named coniferous species are all 

listed in Appendix 16.1 Rules – and guidance for landscaping and tree 

planting.   

69 Furthermore, in my opinion, a single row of trees planted 10 metres apart with 

shrubs planted between the trees would be inadequate to provide a green 

edge that will have the capability of adequately screening industrial 

development on the proposed Industrial Heavy Zone (South West Hornby) 

from Main South Road, Marshs Road and adjoining Rural Zone land (i.e. 

Rural 2 within Christchurch City District, and Rural Inner Plains Zone land in 

Selwyn District on the south-western side of Marshs Road. 

70 It is also my opinion that inadequate screening of the Industrial Heavy Zone 

will result in activities within the zone adversely affecting the integrity and 

visual amenity values of adjoining rural land and Marshs Road.  And on the 

Main South Road boundary and that section of Shands Road near its junction 

with Marshs Road it will be inadequate to maintain rural character and a 

standard of visual amenity value appropriate to important transport corridors 

leading in and out of Christchurch. 

71 I consider that at the very least, in order to give some depth to the planting 

and ensure a good screen is achieved, instead of planting a single row of 

trees, the landscaped area should be planted with two staggered rows of trees 

and the remainder of the area planted with an understorey of native shrubs.  

Spacing within each row of trees would remain at 10 metres apart and the 

rows should be 8.5 metres apart.  The outer row could be a deciduous species 

such as Chinese poplar (Populus yunnanensis) or similar, and have a 

backdrop of the evergreen coniferous trees in the inner row.   

72 And rather than plant a single row of shrubs between a single row of trees, in 

order to give depth and surety or screening to the understorey planting the 

landscape strip should be generally planted with dry land shrubs of the 

Canterbury Plains at 1.5 to 1.8 metre centres.  In my opinion the underplanting 

should include, but not be limited to a mix of the following species: 
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Coprosma robusta 
Cordyline australis 
Griselinia littoralis 
Hebe salicifolia 
Hoheria angustifolia 
Olearia paniculata 
Pittosporum eugenioides 
Pittosporum tenuifolium 
Plagianthus regius 

Karamu 
Ti kouka/cabbage tree 
Kapuka/broadleaf 
Koromiko 
Houhere/lacebark 
Akiraho 
Tarata 
Kohuhu 
Manatu/ribbonwood 

73 Obviously it will take some time after planting for the above-mentioned trees 

and shrubs to have a good screening effect.  In order to maintain a degree of 

screening, especially to maintain amenity values on Marshs Road and for the 

Williams, it is my view that the existing shelterbelt of poplars along the Marshs 

Road boundary of the proposed Industrial Heavy Zone (South West Hornby) 

be retained at least until any “Landscape buffer plantings” attain the height of 

the topped section of the poplar shelterbelt on Marshs Road (refer Photograph 

17, Sheet 8 of the graphic supplement).   

74 As I outlined above, on the boundary of the Powell’s property and the land 

proposed to be rezoned Industrial Heavy Zone (South West Hornby) there is a 

6 metre high trimmed macrocarpa hedge (refer Photograph 9, Sheet 5 of the 

graphic attachment) and on the boundary of the Stirling’s property and the 

land proposed to be rezoned there is a similar height trimmed poplar 

shelterbelt (refer Photograph 12, Sheet 6).  The hedge and the shelterbelt 

may be planted on the common boundary with the land proposed to be 

rezoned and thus raise issues of uncertainty as to ownership.  

Notwithstanding this point it is my opinion that if both the macrocarpa hedge 

and the poplar shelterbelt were to be removed the Powell’s and the Stirling’s 

properties would be seriously exposed to activities with the proposed 

Industrial Heavy Zone.   

75 In my view, as well as the proposed landscape buffer planting, the shelterbelts 

should remain in place to afford a screen to protect amenity values on the 

properties and especially because the two principal dwellings on each 

property are very close to the boundary of the land proposed to be rezoned 

Industrial Heavy Zone (South West Hornby).  The Powell’s dwelling is 7.4 

metres from the boundary and the Stirling’s is 17.5 metres away.  

Furthermore, it is my view that a minimum of 4 metres of ground adjacent to 

the hedge and the shelterbelt, within the land proposed to be rezoned should 
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remain as open ground to facilitate the continued trimming of the hedge and 

shelterbelt.     

76 It is my opinion that Calder Stewart’s submissions relating to reducing the 

minimum building setback from Marshs Road boundary and from the south-

western boundary with residential properties to 10 metres (Submissions 4 and 

5) and their Submission 7, seeking deletion of Rule 16.3.5.2.6 (now 

16.3.5.2.3) Landscaped areas, would seriously undermine the opportunity to 

create a purposeful green edge on boundaries of the proposed Industrial 

Heavy Zone (South West Hornby), which I consider absolutely essential if the 

integrity and rural amenity values of sections of Main South and Marshs roads 

and adjoining Rural Zone land are to be protected and maintained.   

77 It is also my opinion that my above-mentioned proposal for the landscaped 

strip would better achieve Objective 3 and Policies 7 and 8 in regard to 

screening the activities within the proposed Industrial Heavy Zone (South 

West Hornby) and protecting rural amenity values at the interface of the 

proposed zone and areas where rural zones are to remain.  

78 I propose that the text of permitted Rule 16.3.5.2.3 Landscape areas, following 

acceptance of the amendments provided in the revised Chapter 16, should 

read:   

i. The road setbacks from Marshs Road required under Rule 16.3.5.2.2 

and 16.3.5.2.3 shall comprise a landscaping strip of a depth equivalent 

to the setback as shown on the Outline Development Plan in Appendix 

16.7.8, with two staggered rows of trees 8.5 metres apart and a density 

of one tree for every 10 metres of road frontage or part thereof in each 

row. using the following species: Cupressus macrocapra; Eucalyptus 

viminalis; Pinus mphasis; Populus species. Shrubs shall be planted 

between each tree. The outer row of trees shall be Chinese poplar 

(Populus yunnanensis) or similar and the inner row trees shall be 

selected, according to local soil conditions, from the following species:  

Atlantic cedar, Buhtan cypress, Japanese cedar, Spanish fir and 

Western red cedar.  The trees shall be underplanted, and the remaining 

landscape area planted with a mix of dry land shrub species including, 

but not limited to: 

Coprosma robusta Karamu 
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Cordyline australis 
Griselinia littoralis 
Hebe salicifolia 
Hoheria angustifolia 
Olearia paniculata 
Pittosporum eugenioides 
Pittosporum tenuifolium 
Plagianthus regius 

Ti kouka/cabbage tree 
Kapuka/broadleaf 
Koromiko 
Houhere/lacebark 
Akiraho 
Tarata 
Kohuhu 
Manatu/ribbonwood 

ii.  The building setbacks from Rural 2 Zone land required under Rule 

16.3.5.2.2 and 16.3.5.2.3 shall comprise a landscaping strip of a depth 

equivalent to the setback as shown on the Outline Development Plan in 

Appendix 16.7.8 and planted as per i above except a 5 metre wide 

grassed strip shall be maintained against the Rural 2 Zone land 

boundary to facilitate the maintenance of hedges and shelterbelts 

growing on or adjacent to the common boundary. 

Access onto Marsh Road 

79 As well as my having the opinions that Chapter 16 Industrial does not have 

adequate provisions to ensure that the essence of Objective 3 and Policies 7 

and 8 will be met and that, more particularly, the amendments that Calder 

Stewart are seeking will seriously thwart any chance of the essence of 

Objective 3 and Policies 7 and 8 being achieved, another issue of concern 

relates to allowing site access directly onto Marshs Road.  As I recorded 

above, non-complying activity NC3, as notified, called for site access directly 

onto Marshs Road to be a non-complying activity.  The amended Chapter 16 

has deleted the provision for site access directly onto Marshs Road being a 

non-complying activity (refer 16.3.5.4 Non-complying activities, NC 2).  

80 In my opinion, allowing site access directly onto Marshs Road (and there 

could be quite a few access points depending on the size of the lots) would, 

by making ‘holes’ in any landscaped strip, undermine the integrity of the 

plantings in the landscape buffer, whether as proposed under Rule 16.3.5.2.3 

Landscaped areas, or my more substantial proposal to create a purposeful 

green edge to the Industrial Heavy Zone (South West Hornby).  The obvious 

result of allowing access through the landscaped strip will be to open up views 

to large utilitarian buildings and thus undermine the effectiveness of the 

screening by trees and shrubs in the strip.  With a weakened vegetative 

screen of industrial buildings and activity within the proposed Industrial Heavy 

Zone, rural amenity values associated with Marshs Road and rural land on the 
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south-western side of the road will be compromised.  Mr and Mrs Williams will 

notice such adverse effects on a daily basis when out working on the land of 

Tall Tree Stud.  In essence, it is my opinion that there should be no direct 

access onto Marshs Road from the proposed Industrial Heavy Zone.   

81 It is also my opinion that the sound of heavy vehicles slowing down to enter, 

and accelerating away from, entrances to the Industrial Heavy Zone (South 

West Hornby) on Marshs Road will effectively undermine the rural amenity 

values that the Williams currently appreciate.  The adverse effects that will 

arise from allowing site access directly onto Marshs Road and which I have 

outlined above will affect all users of Marshs Road who currently appreciate its 

rural character – this includes D & M Powell and W & L Sterling as well as K & 

B Williams, all of whom use Marshs Road on a very regular basis.  I am 

informed that when travelling into Christchurch from dwellings in the vicinity of 

the junction of Main South and Marshs roads residents invariably travel 

southwest along Marshs Road before turning left onto, and travelling along, 

Shands Road as this is preferable by far than attempting to turn right onto 

Main South Road from the north-western end of Marshs Road.   

CONCLUSIONS 

82 The proposed rezoning of Rural 2 Zone land to Industrial Heavy Zone (South 

West Hornby) has the potential to facilitate industrial development that will 

adversely affect the rural amenity value of adjacent remaining Rural 2 Zone 

land in the vicinity of the junction of Main South and Marshs roads, Rural Inner 

Plains Zone land on the south-western side of Marshs Road in Selwyn District, 

as well as the rural amenity value of Marshs Road between Main South and 

Shands Roads and a section of Main South Road where its boundary abuts 

the proposed Industrial Heavy Zone. 

83 The creation of a purposeful green edge where the proposed Industrial Heavy 

Zone is to abut Main South and Marshs roads and the area of Rural 2 Zone 

land to remain would fulfil the Chapter 16 Industrial Objective 3 and 

associated Policies 7 and 8, which seek with setbacks and landscape and 

screening to manage the interface between the greenfield site and arterial 

roads and rural areas and so that these areas are not adversely affected by 

industry.   
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While the Powells, Stirlings and Williams seek to reject amendments to 

Chapter 16 sought by Calder Stewart and retain the Plan provisions as 

notified it is my view that rules in Chapter 16 are inadequate to facilitate a 

landscaped area that would allow screen and mitigate the adverse effects of 

heavy industrial activities on rural amenity values currently experienced on the 

Main South and Marshs road boundaries and adjoining and adjacent Rural 

Zone land. 

84 The change in the as-notified NC3 rule, which no longer provides direct 

access onto the site from Marshs Road as a non-complying activity, will only 

serve to undermine the integrity and ability of any landscaped area to serve its 

purpose. 

85 The Calder Stewart submission concerning minimum building setback and the 

landscaped area, and their support for direct access onto Marshs Road will, if 

accepted, exacerbate the problems associated with Rules in Chapter 16 by 

not being able to facilitate the creation of a purposeful green edge to the 

proposed Industrial Heavy Zone (South West Hornby) and give effect to 

Objective 3 and Policies 7 and 8. 

86 In my opinion, the landscaped area should be planted with two staggered 

rows of trees (deciduous in the outer row and evergreen in the inner row) and 

the remaining area underplanted with native shrubs at 1.5 to 1.8 metre centres 

tocreate an effective screen to the industrial activities that can be anticipated 

on the proposed rezoned land and maintain rural amenity values where the 

proposed Industrial Heavy Zone land abuts Main South and Marshs roads as 

well as the rural properties of D & M Powell, W & S Stirling and B & K 

Williams. 

Dated this 24th day of April 2015 


